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New Information: Portfolio Action recommendation now part of Overview 

 

Previously, Stock Status reflected a traditional Buy, Hold and Sell identification with the additional insight of Buy Watch and Sell 

Watch. Buy Watch classification, covers stocks that are heading in a direction that could potentially place them in a Buy status and 

Sell Watch identifies stocks that are starting to exhibit characteristics that will carry them into a Sell status. Both, Buy Watch and Sell 

Watch are “heads-up” type of indicators. The stocks may not complete their journey to becoming full Sell or Buy, but we thought it 

would be nice to have some indication of what looks highly probable.  

In managing portfolios, we believe there are additional conditions not covered with traditional identifiers such as when the stock is 

already in a portfolio, exhibiting favorable/adequate fundamentals and valuations, but not holding a strong buy status. These stocks 

can still add value to the portfolio, but not as strongly as a full Buy. Or, a manager may need to add to certain areas of the portfolio for 

asset allocation reasons and no full Buy stocks exist. 

We have added an ISN-Portfolio Rating that takes into consideration the portfolio and not an isolated stock rating. This rating is 

more portfolio action orientated. The ISN-Portfolio Rating has 5 possible ratings: Buy, OK-Buy, Neutral, Do Not – Add and Sell. 

Neutral is a rating that indicates the stock is exhibiting fundamentals and valuations that are normal, and not favoring adding the 

security to a portfolio nor removing it from a portfolio. Buy covers stocks that are exhibiting high rankings on fundamentals and 

relative valuation just as Sell is the opposite. OK-Add is a stock that exhibits favorable rankings, but has started to enter a stage where 

most of the gain has been experienced and the probability of seeing the same rate of gain has softened. When a stock receives a rating 

of Do Not-Add conditions have developed such that the security has either exhausted most of the ability to add to a portfolio or may 

soon become a Sell. Nothing is guaranteed, don’t we wish, but we thought this insight may assist in making decisions for your 

portfolio. 

ISN Portfolio Rating: Buy, 
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Stock Status: Buy, Buy 

Watch, Hold, Sell Watch, Sell 


